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We alulate the mean-eld thermodynamis of a spherially trapped Fermi gas with unequal
spin populations in the unitarity limit, omparing results from the Bogoliubov-de Gennes equations
and the loal density approximation. We follow the usual mean-eld deoupling in deriving the
Bogoliubov-de Gennes equations and set up an eient and aurate method for solving these equa-
tions. In the loal density approximation we onsider loally homogeneous solutions, with a slowly
varying order parameter. With a large partile number these two approximation shemes give rise
to essentially the same results for various thermodynami quantities, inluding the density proles.
This exellent agreement strongly indiates that the small osillation of order parameters near the
edge of trap, sometimes interpreted as spatially inhomogeneous Fulde-Ferrell-Larkin-Ovhinnikov
states in previous studies of Bogoliubov-de Gennes equations, is a nite size eet. We nd that
a bimodal struture emerges in the density prole of the minority spin state at nite temperature,
as observed in experiments. The superuid transition temperature as a funtion of the population
imbalane is determined, and is shown to be onsistent with reent experimental measurements.
The temperature dependene of the equation of state is disussed.
PACS numbers: 03.75.Hh, 03.75.Ss, 05.30.Fk
I. INTRODUCTION
There has been onsiderable reent experimental
progress in reating strongly interating ultra-old
atomi Fermi gases. A primary tool for the manipula-
tion of these systems is the use of Feshbah resonanes,
through whih the magnitude and sign of the inter-atomi
interation an be tuned arbitrarily by an external mag-
neti eld. For a two-omponent (i.e., spin 1/2) Fermi
gas with equal spin populations, it has been expeted
for some time that the system will undergo a smooth
rossover from Bardeen-Cooper-Shrieer (BCS) super-
uidity to a Bose-Einstein ondensate (BEC) of tightly
bound pairs. This senario has now been onrmed un-
ambiguously by some reent measurements on both dy-
namial and thermodynamial properties [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
7, 8℄.
Sine the population in eah spin state an also be
adjusted with high auray [9, 10, 11, 12℄, a subtle
question of partiular interest is the ground state of
a spin-polarized Fermi gas with dierent partile num-
bers in the spin up and down states. As onventional
BCS pairing requires an equal number of atoms for
eah spin omponent, exoti forms of pairing are ne-
essary in order to aommodate a nite spin popula-
tion imbalane. There are several senarios suggested
in the weakly oupling BCS limit for a uniform gas,
inluding the spatially modulated Fulde-Ferrell-Larkin-
Ovhinnikov (FFLO) state [13℄, the breahed pairing [14℄
or Sarma superuidity [15, 16, 17℄, and phase separa-
tion [18℄. In the strong oupling, BCS-BEC rossover
regime, a variety of mean-eld phase diagrams have been
also proposed [19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27℄. How-
ever, no lear onsensus on the true ground state of spin-
polarized fermioni superuidity has been reahed as yet
[28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36℄.
Reent investigations [9, 10, 11, 12℄ on atomi
6
Li
gases with tunable population imbalane open up intrigu-
ing possibilities for solving this long-standing problem.
These experimental observations have attrated intense
theoretial interest [37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45,
46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51℄. We note that there is no rm
experimental evidene for the various non-standard su-
peruid states mentioned earlier, whih involve homoge-
neous spin-polarized environments. Various interesting
phenomena have been demonstrated experimentally, in
optial traps of dierent shapes and sizes:
(A) A shell struture is observed in the density proles
by Zwierlein et al [10℄, with a bimodal distribution
at nite temperature, suggesting an interior ore of
a BCS superuid phase with an outer shell of the
normal omponent. As a result, the thermal wing
may provide a diret route to thermometry, in an
environment where temperature is often diult to
alibrate reliably.
(B) With inreasing spin-polarization, the gas shows a
quantum phase transition from the superuid to
normal state. Close to the broad Feshbah res-
onane of
6
Li at B ≃ 833 G, a ritial polar-
ization Pc = 0.70(3) has been determined at low
temperatures. Here, the relative polarization is
P = (N↑ − N↓)/(N↑ + N↓) where Nσ is the num-
ber of spin up or down atoms. The value of Pc
dereases with inreased temperature.
(C) A similar shell struture is also identied by Par-
2tridge et al [12℄, in an experimental trap ongura-
tion with a very large aspet ratio. However, this
bimodal struture disappears below a threshold po-
larization of P∗ ∼ 0.10.
To make quantitative ontat with the urrent ex-
perimental ndings, it is ruial to take into aount
the trapping potential that is neessary to prevent the
atoms from esaping. Therefore, the theoretial analysis
is more ompliated. The simplest way to inorporate
the eet of the trap is to use a loal density approx-
imation (LDA), where the system is treated loally as
being homogeneous, with spatial variation inluded via
a loal hemial potential that inludes the trap poten-
tial. Although this method has been extensively used to
study the density proles of spin-polarized Fermi gases
[37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46℄, its validity has
never been thoroughly examined.
Alternatively, within the mean-eld approximation,
one may adopt the Bogoliubov-de Gennes (BdG) equa-
tions, whih inlude the full spatially varying trap po-
tential from the outset[47, 48, 49, 50, 51℄. It has
been laimed that the solution of BdG equations in-
ludes FFLO states with spatially varying order param-
eter [48, 49, 50, 51℄. However, the only evidene for this
statement is the observation that in suh solutions the
sign and amplitude of the order parameter or gap fun-
tion exhibit a small osillation near the edge of traps.
In this paper, we perform a omparative study of the
thermodynami properties of a trapped, spin-polarized
Fermi gas, by using both the mean-eld BdG equations
and the LDA. While neither method is exat, sine pair-
ing utuations beyond the mean-eld approximation are
negleted, this omparison an give insight into the on-
sequenes of the dierent types of approximation in om-
mon use. As the most interesting experiments were in the
BCS-BEC rossover regime, we fous on the on-resonane
situation. In this regime - sometimes alled the unitary
limit [52℄, the s-wave sattering length diverges.
The purpose of this work is three-fold. First of all, we
have developed an eient and aurate hybrid method
for solving the mean-eld BdG equations, based on the
ombined use of a mode expansion in a nite basis for
low-lying states, together with a semilassial approxi-
mation for the highly exited modes beyond a suitably
hosen energy ut-o. The ut-o is then varied to hek
the auray of the hybrid approah. As a onsequene,
we are able to onsider a Fermi gas with a large number of
atoms (∼ 105) that is of the same order as in experiment.
The seond purpose is to use this gain in eieny to
perform a detailed hek on the auray of the LDA
desription in omparison with the BdG results. It is
worth noting that, unlike previous theoretial work, we
do not inlude the Hartree term in the BdG equations,
sine this should be unitarity limited in the BCS-BEC
rossover regime [53℄. For a suiently large number of
atoms, we nd an exellent agreement between these two
approximation shemes. In partiular, small osillations
of the order parameter at the edge of traps whih were
reported previously, tend to vanish as the number of par-
tiles rises. Therefore, we interpret this as a nite size
eet, rather than the appearane of a spatially modu-
lated FFLO state.
Finally, various thermodynamial quantities are alu-
lated. The observed bimodal struture in the density dis-
tribution of the minority spin omponent is reprodued
theoretially. The transition temperature is determined
as a funtion of the spin population imbalane, and is
found to qualitatively math the available experimental
data. The temperature dependene of the equation of
state is also disussed.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next setion,
we present the theoretial model for a spin-polarized,
trapped Fermi gas. In Se. III and Se. IV, we ex-
plain the LDA formalism, and then desribe in detail how
we solve the BdG equations. The relationship between
these two methods is explored. In Se. V, a detailed
omparison between LDA and BdG alulations is per-
formed. Results for various thermodynamial quantities
are shown. Their dependene on the population imbal-
ane and on the temperature are studied. Se. VI gives
our onlusions and some nal remarks.
II. MODELS
We onsider a spherially trapped spin-polarized Fermi
gas at the BCS-BEC rossover point, as found near a
moleular Feshbah resonane. In general, a system like
this requires a detailed onsideration of moleule forma-
tion hannels[54℄, but near a broad Feshbah resonane,
the bound moleular state has a very low population[55℄.
Aordingly, the system an be desribed approximately
by a single hannel Hamiltonian[56, 57℄,
H =
∑
σ
∫
d3rΨ+σ (r)
[
− ~
2
2m
∇2 + V (r)− µσ
]
Ψσ (r)
+ U
∫
d3rΨ+↑ (r)Ψ
+
↓ (r)Ψ↓ (r) Ψ↑ (r) , (2.1)
where the pseudospins σ =↑, ↓ denote the two hyperne
states, and Ψσ (r) is the Fermi eld operator that anni-
hilates an atom at position r in the spin σ state. The
number of total atoms is N = N↑ + N↓. Two dierent
hemial potentials, µ↑,↓ = µ±δµ, are introdued to take
into aount the population imbalane δN = N↑ − N↓,
V (r) = mω2r2/2 is the isotropi harmoni trapping po-
tential with the osillation frequeny ω, and U is the bare
inter-atomi interation strength. We now desribe the
LDA and BdG theories.
III. LOCAL DENSITY APPROXIMATION
If the number of partiles beomes very large, it is
natural to assume that the gas an be divided into many
3loally uniform sub-systems with a loal hemial po-
tential [38℄. Then, within the LDA, the trap terms in
the Hamiltonian Eq. (2.1) are absorbed into the hemi-
al potential, so that we have eetive spae-dependent
hemial potentials,
µ↑ (r) = µ↑ − V (r) ,
µ↓ (r) = µ↓ − V (r) . (3.1)
Note that the loal hemial potential dierene δµ (r) =
[µ↑ (r)− µ↓ (r)] /2 = δµ is always a onstant, but the av-
erage µ (r) = [µ↑ (r) + µ↓ (r)] /2 dereases parabolially
away from the enter of trap.
A. Eetive Hamiltonian
If the global potentials µ↑ and µ↓ are xed, we an
onsider a loally uniform Fermi gas in a ell at position
r with loal hemial potentials µ↑ (r) and µ↓ (r), whose
Hamiltonian takes the form,
H (r) =
∑
kσ
[
~
2k2
2m
− µσ (r)
]
c+kσckσ
+ U
∑
kk′p
c+k↑c
+
p−k↓cp−k′↓ck′↑. (3.2)
Here ckσ represents the annihilation operator for an atom
with kineti energy ~
2k2/(2m). For simpliity we re-
strit ourself to homogeneous superuid states for the
loally uniform ell, i.e., the loal order parameter has
zero enter-of-mass momentum. By taking the mean-
eld approximation, an order parameter of Cooper pairs
∆(r) = U
∑
k 〈ck↓c−k↑〉 is therefore introdued, whose
value depends on position owing to the spatial depen-
dene of µ↑ (r) and µ↓ (r). The loal Hamiltonian (3.2)
then beomes,
Hmf (r) =
∑
kσ
[
~
2k2
2m
− µσ (r)
]
c+kσckσ −
∆2 (r)
U
− ∆(r)
∑
k
[ck↓c−k↑ + h.c.] . (3.3)
We have negleted the Hartree terms U
∑
k
〈
c+k↑ck↑
〉
and
U
∑
k
〈
c+k↓ck↓
〉
in this mean-eld fatorization. Their
absene is owing to the following reasons:
• The use of ontat interations leads to an unphys-
ial ultraviolet divergene, and requires a renor-
malization that expresses the bare parameter U
in terms of the observed or renormalized value(
4π~2a/m
)−1
, i.e.,
m
4π~2a
=
1
U
+
∑
k
1
2ǫk
, (3.4)
where a is the bak-ground s-wave sattering length
between atoms, and ǫk = ~
2k2/ (2m). Generially,
this renormalization requires an innitely small
bare parameter, in order to ompensate the ultravi-
olet divergene in the summation
∑
k 1/2ǫk. There-
fore, stritly speaking, within a mean-eld approxi-
mation the Hartree terms should vanish identially.
• For weak ouplings, one may indeed obtain Hartree
terms like (4π~2a/m)n↑,↓. With renormalization,
these orretions are beyond mean-eld, and are
eetive only in the deep BCS limit. Towards the
unitarity limit with inreasing sattering length,
they are no longer the leading orretions and
beome even divergent. Higher order terms are
needed in order to remove the divergene at uni-
tarity. For example, one may use Páde approxima-
tions in the equation of state[58℄. Thus, throughout
the BCS-BEC rossover region, the neglet of the
Hartree terms is not an unreasonable approxima-
tion.
The above mean-eld Hamiltonian an be solved by the
standard Bogoliubov transformation[59℄. The resulting
mean-eld thermodynami potential has the form,
Ωmf (r) = − m
4π~2a
∆2 (r) +
∑
k
[
ξk − Ek + ∆
2 (r)
2ǫk
]
+
1
β
∑
k
[ln f (−Ek+) + ln f (−Ek−)] , (3.5)
where f (x) = [exp (βx) + 1]
−1
is the Fermi distribu-
tion funtion (β = 1/kBT ), and Ek± = Ek ± δµ (r)
are the quasipartile energies with Ek =
[
ξ2k +∆
2 (r)
]1/2
and ξk = ~
2k2/2m − µ (r). Given loal potentials µ (r)
and δµ (r), we determine the value of order parameters
∆(r) by minimizing the thermodynami potential, i.e.,
∂Ωmf (r) /∂∆(r) = 0, or expliitly,
m
4π~2a
=
∑
k
[
1
2ǫk
− 1− f (Ek+)− f (Ek−)
2Ek
]
. (3.6)
We note that a non-BCS superuid solution, the so-alled
Sarma state [15, 16, 17℄, may arise in solving the gap
equation (3.6). However, on the BCS side suh solu-
tion suers from the instabilities with respet to either
the phase separation or a nite-momentum paired FFLO
phase [16℄. Further, the Sarma state is not energetially
favorable [22℄, and thereby will be disarded automati-
ally in the numerial alulations.
B. Thermodynami Quantities
One the loal order parameter is xed, it is straight-
forward to alulate the various thermodynami quan-
tities. The loal partile densities are alulated a-
ording to, n↑ (r) = −∂Ωmf (r) /∂µ↑ (r) and n↓ (r) =
4−∂Ωmf (r) /∂µ↓ (r), or,
n↑ (r) =
∑
k
[
Ek + ξk
2Ek
f (Ek−) +
Ek − ξk
2Ek
f (−Ek+)
]
,
n↓ (r) =
∑
k
[
Ek + ξk
2Ek
f (Ek+) +
Ek − ξk
2Ek
f (−Ek−)
]
,
(3.7)
while the entropy and the energy are determined, respe-
tively, by
S (r) = −kB
∑
k,α=±
[f (Ekα) ln f (Ekα)
+ f (−Ekα) ln fj (−Ekα)] , (3.8)
and,
E (r) = Ωmf (r) + TS(r) + µ↑n↑ (r) + µ↓n↓ (r) . (3.9)
Then, the integration over the whole spae gives rise to,
N (µ, δµ) =
∫
d3r [n↑ (r) + n↓ (r)] ,
δN (µ, δµ) =
∫
d3r [n↑ (r)− n↓ (r)] , (3.10)
and S =
∫
d3rS (r), E =
∫
d3rE (r). The global hem-
ial potentials µ and δµ should be adjusted to satisfy
N (µ, δµ) = N , and δN (µ, δµ) = δN . The numerial
alulation thereby involves an iterative proedure.
We note that, on physial grounds, a general pi-
ture an be drawn for the density proles [39℄. Near
the enter of the trap, where δµ is small ompared to
µ (r), the densities of the two spin states are fored
to be equal and we have a BCS ore extended up to
a radius RBCS . Outside this radius a normal state
is more favorable than a superuid phase. At zero
temperature, the Thomas-Fermi radius of the minority
(spin down atoms) and majority (spin up atoms) are
given by R
(1)
TF =
[
2 (µ− δµ) / (mω2)]1/2 and R(2)TF =[
2 (µ+ δµ) /
(
mω2
)]1/2
, respetively, as we neglet the
interations between the two omponents in the normal
state.
We nally remark that this entire approah is less
aurate at Feshbah resonane, and espeially on the
BEC side of resonane, where it beomes essential to
inlude quantum utuations beyond the mean-eld
approximation[64℄.
IV. THE BOGOLIUBOV-DE GENNES
MEAN-FIELD THEORY
We next onsider the Bogoliubov-de Gennes theory of
an inhomogeneous Fermi gas, starting from the Heisen-
berg equation of motion of Hamiltonian (2.1) for Ψ↑ (r, t)
and Ψ↓ (r, t):
i~
∂Ψ↑
∂t
=
[
− ~
2
2m
∇2 + V − µ↑
]
Ψ↑ + UΨ
+
↓ Ψ↓Ψ↑,
i~
∂Ψ↓
∂t
=
[
− ~
2
2m
∇2 + V − µ↓
]
Ψ↓ − UΨ+↑ Ψ↓Ψ↑.
(4.1)
A. Mean-eld approximation
Within the mean-eld approximation as before, we
replae the terms UΨ+↓ Ψ↓Ψ↑ and UΨ
+
↑ Ψ↓Ψ↑ by their
respetive mean-eld approximations UΨ↓Ψ↑Ψ
+
↓ =
−∆(r)Ψ+↓ + Un↓(r)Ψ↑ and UΨ↓Ψ↑Ψ+↑ = −∆(r)Ψ+↑ +
Un↑(r)Ψ↓, where we dene a gap funtion ∆(r) =
−U〈Ψ↓Ψ↑〉 and nσ(r) = 〈Ψ+σΨσ〉. The Hartree terms
Unσ(r) are innitely small in the mean-eld treatment
due to the regularization of the bare interation U → 0,
as disussed in greater detail below. We keep them in
the derivation at the moment for larity. The above de-
oupling thus leads to,
i~
∂Ψ↑
∂t
=
[Hs↑ − µ↑]Ψ↑ −∆(r)Ψ+↓ ,
i~
∂Ψ↓
∂t
=
[Hs↑ − µ↓]Ψ↓ +∆(r)Ψ+↑ ,
(4.2)
where Hsσ = −~2∇2/ (2m) + V (r) + Unσ¯ (r). We solve
the equation of motion by the insertion of the standard
Bogoliubov transformation:
Ψ↑ =
∑
j
[
uj↑ (r) cj↑e
−iEj↑t/~/ + v∗j↓ (r) c
+
j↓e
iEj↓t/~
]
,
Ψ+↓ =
∑
j
[
u∗j↓ (r) c
+
j↓e
iEj↓t/~ − vj↑ (r) cj↑e−iEj↑t/~
]
.
(4.3)
This yields the well-known BdG equations for the Bo-
goliubov quasipartile wave funtions ujσ (r) and vjσ (r)
with exitation energies Ejσ ,
[ Hsσ − µσ ∆(r)
∆∗(r) −Hsσ¯ + µσ¯
] [
ujσ (r)
vjσ (r)
]
= Ejσ
[
ujσ (r)
vjσ (r)
]
,
(4.4)
where ujσ (r) and vjσ (r) are normalized by∫
dr( |ujσ (r)|2 + |vjσ (r)|2) = 1. The number den-
sities of dierent hyperne states n↑ (r) =
〈
Ψ+↑ Ψ↑
〉
and
n↓ (r) =
〈
Ψ+↓ Ψ↓
〉
, and the BCS Cooper-pair ondensate
5∆(r) = −U〈Ψ↓Ψ↑〉, an then be written as,
nσ (r) =
1
2
∑
j
[
|ujσ|2 f (Ejσ) + |vjσ¯|2 f (−Ejσ¯)
]
,
∆(r) =
U
2
∑
j
[
v∗j↑uj↑f (Ej↑)− uj↓v∗j↓f (−Ej↓)
]
,
(4.5)
where the statistial averages 〈c+jσcjσ〉 = f (Ejσ) and
〈cjσc+jσ〉 = f (−Ejσ) have been used.
The solutions of the BdG equations ontain both posi-
tive and negative exitation energies. Thus, to avoid dou-
ble ounting, a fator of half appears in the summation in
Eq. (4.5). Furthermore, the presene of the hemial po-
tential dierene breaks the partile-hole symmetry and
therefore leads to dierent quasipartile wave funtions
for the two omponents. One an easily identify that
there is a one to one orrespondene between the solu-
tion for the spin up and spin down energy levels, i.e.,
Ejσ ↔ −Ejσ¯, (4.6)
and [
ujσ (r)
vjσ (r)
]
↔
[ −v∗jσ¯ (r)
+u∗jσ¯ (r)
]
. (4.7)
By exploiting this symmetry of the BdG equations, there-
fore, we need to solve the BdG equations for the spin
up part only. This has the following form after remov-
ing the spin index, i.e., we let uj (r) = uj↑ (r) and
vj (r) = vj↑ (r), to give:[ Hs↑ − µ↑ ∆(r)
∆∗(r) −Hs↓ + µ↓
] [
uj (r)
υj (r)
]
= Ej
[
uj (r)
υj (r)
]
.
(4.8)
B. Hybrid BdG Tehnique
We now wish to address the issue of how to use the
BdG equations in a pratial numerial appliation. A-
ordingly, the density distributions and the gap funtion
an be rewritten as,
n↑ (r) =
∑
j
|uj (r)|2 f (Ej) ,
n↓ (r) =
∑
j
|vj (r)|2 f (−Ej) ,
∆(r) = U
∑
j
uj (r) v
∗
j (r) f (Ej) . (4.9)
Eqs. (4.8) and (4.9) an then be solved self-onsistently,
with the onstraints that
N (µ, δµ) =
∫
d3r [n↑ (r) + n↓ (r)] =N, (4.10)
and
δN (µ, δµ) =
∫
d3r [n↑ (r)− n↓ (r)]=δN. (4.11)
In any pratial alulation, due to omputational lim-
itations, one has to trunate the summation over the
quasipartile energy levels. For this purpose, we intro-
due a hybrid strategy by introduing a high-energy ut-
o Ec, above whih the loal density approximation may
be adopted[60℄ for suiently high-lying states. Follow-
ing this approah, we then have,
n↑ (r) = n↑,d (r) + n↑,c (r) ,
n↓ (r) = n↓,d (r) + n↓,c (r) ,
∆(r) = ∆d(r) + ∆c(r), (4.12)
where,
n↑,d (r) =
∑
|Ej|<Ec
|uj (r)|2 f (Ej) ,
n↑,c (r) =
∑
|Ej|>Ec
|uj (r)|2 f (Ej) ,
n↓,d (r) =
∑
|Ej|<Ec
|vj (r)|2 f (−Ej) ,
n↓,c (r) =
∑
|Ej|>Ec
|vj (r)|2 f (−Ej) , (4.13)
and
∆d(r) = U
∑
|Ej |<Ec
uj (r) v
∗
j (r) f (Ej) ,
∆c(r) = U
∑
|Ej |>Ec
uj (r) v
∗
j (r) f (Ej) . (4.14)
We onsider below separately the ontributions from the
quasi-ontinuous high-lying states (|Ej | > Ec) and dis-
rete low-energy states (|Ej | < Ec). This allows us to
take into aount the spatial variation of the low-lying
trapped quasipartile wave funtions, without having to
treat all high-energy states in this formalism.
C. LDA for high-lying states
For the BdG equations (4.8), the loal density approx-
imation is the leading order of a semilassial approxi-
mation and amounts to setting
uj (r) → u (k, r) exp [ik · r] ,
vj (r) → v (k, r) exp [ik · r] ,
Ej → E (k) , (4.15)
where u (k, r) and v (k, r) are normalized by |u (k, r)|2 +
|v (k, r)|2 = 1, and the level index j has now been re-
plaed by a wave vetor k. So the equations in (4.8) are
redued to the algebrai form
6[ Hs↑ (k, r)− µ↑ ∆(r)
∆∗(r) −Hs↓ (k, r) + µ↓
] [
uk
vk
]
= E (k)
[
uk
vk
]
,
(4.16)
where the quasi-lassial single partile Hamiltonian is
Hsσ (k, r) = ~2k2/ (2m) + V (r) + Unσ¯ (r) . (4.17)
We obtain two branhes of the exitation spetra,
E (k,+) = Ek−δµ−U [n↑(r)−n↓(r)]/2 , and E (k,−) =
Ek + δµ+U [n↑(r)− n↓(r)]/2, whih may be interpreted
as the partile and hole ontributions, respetively. Here
Ek =
[
ξ2k +∆
2(r)
]1/2
and ξk = ~
2k2/2m + V (r) − µ +
Un(r)/2. Note that onsistent with the denition in Se.
III, we have reversed the sign of the exitation spe-
trum of the hole branh, that is, for the partile branh
E (k) = +E (k,+), while for holes E (k) = −E (k,−).
The eigenfuntions of the two branh solutions are, re-
spetively,
u2k =
1
2
(
1 +
ξk
Ek
)
,
v2k =
1
2
(
1− ξk
Ek
)
,
ukv
∗
k = +
∆(r)
2Ek
, (4.18)
and
u2k =
1
2
(
1− ξk
Ek
)
,
v2k =
1
2
(
1 +
ξk
Ek
)
,
ukv
∗
k = −
∆(r)
2Ek
, (4.19)
Thus, above the energy ut-o, the quasi-ontinuous on-
tribution of high-lying states to the density proles and
the gap funtion an be obtained by,
n↑,c (r) =
∑
E(k,+)>Ec
f [E (k,+)]
2
(
1 +
ξk
Ek
)
+
∑
E(k,−)>Ec
f [−E (k,−)]
2
(
1− ξk
Ek
)
,
n↓,c (r) =
∑
E(k,+)>Ec
f [−E (k,+)]
2
(
1− ξk
Ek
)
+
∑
E(k,−)>Ec
f [E (k,−)]
2
(
1 +
ξk
Ek
)
,(4.20)
and
∆c(r) = U
∑
E(k,+)>Ec
∆(r)
2Ek
f [E (k,+)]
− U
∑
E(k,−)>Ec
∆(r)
2Ek
f [−E (k,−)] . (4.21)
It is worth noting that if we redue the energy ut-o
Ec to zero, we reover the LDA expressions for the den-
sity proles in Se. III (see, for example, Eq. (3.7) ).
Moreover, Eq. (4.21) redues to the LDA gap equation
(3.6).
At the other extreme, for a suiently large energy
ut-o (βEc ≫ 1), we may disard the Fermi distribution
funtion in Eqs. (4.20)-(4.21). As a result we have the
following simplied gap equations for the above ut-o
LDA ontributions:
n↑,c (r) =
∑
E(k,−)>Ec
1
2
(
1− ξk
Ek
)
,
n↓,c (r) =
∑
E(k,+)>Ec
1
2
(
1− ξk
Ek
)
, (4.22)
and
∆c(r) = U
∑
E(k,−)>Ec
[
−∆(r)
2Ek
]
. (4.23)
D. BdG equations for low-lying states
Let us now turn to the low-lying states by solving the
BdG equations (4.8). As we onsider a spherial trap, it
is onvenient to label the Bogoliubov quasipartile wave
funtions uj (r) and vj (r) in terms of the usual quantum
numbers j = {nlm}, and write,
uj (r) =
unl (r)
r
Ylm (θ, ϕ) ,
vj (r) =
vnl (r)
r
Ylm (θ, ϕ) . (4.24)
Here unl (r) /r and vnl (r) /r are the standard radial wave
funtions, and Ylm (θ, ϕ) is the spherial harmoni fun-
tion. The BdG equations are then given by,
[ Hs↑ (l)− µ↑ ∆(r)
∆(r) −Hs↓ (l) + µ↓
] [
unl
vnl
]
= Enl
[
unl
vnl
]
,
(4.25)
where
Hsσ (l) =
−~2
2m
[
d2
dr2
+
l (l + 1)
r2
]
+V (r)+Unσ¯(r) (4.26)
is the single partile Hamiltonian in the l setor.
We solve these equations by expanding unl (r) and
vnl (r) with respet to the eigenfuntions φαl (r) of a
3D harmoni osillator radial Hamiltonian, Hosc (l) =
−~2/ (2m) [d2/dr2 + l (l + 1) /r2] + V (r) . These have
energy eigenvalues ǫαl = (2α + l + 3/2)~ω, and the re-
sulting expansion is:
unl (r) =
∑
α
Aαnlφαl (r) ,
vnl (r) =
∑
α
Bαnlφαl (r) . (4.27)
7The problem is then onverted to obtain the eigenvalues
and eigenstate of a symmetri matrix,[
ǫαl↑δαβ +M
↑
αβ ∆αβ
∆αβ −ǫαl↓δαβ −M↓αβ
][
Aβnl
Bβnl
]
= Enl
[
Aαnl
Bαnl
]
,
(4.28)
where, we have dened ǫαlσ = ǫαl − µσ, and:
∆αβ =
∫
drφαl (r)∆ (r)φβl (r) ,
M↑αβ =
∫
drφαl (r)Un↓(r)φβl (r) ,
M↓αβ =
∫
drφαl (r)Un↑(r)φβl (r) . (4.29)
We note that the renormalization ondition unl (r) and
vnl (r),
∫
dr
[
u2nl (r) + v
2
nl (r)
] ≡ 1, is stritly satised,
sine
∑
α (A
α
nl)
2
+ (Bαnl)
2
= 1. One unl (r) and vnl (r)
are obtained, we alulate the gap equation for the low-
lying states (|Enl| ≤ Ec) and the orresponding number
equations:
∆d(r) = U
∑
nl
2l+ 1
4πr2
unl (r) vnl (r) f (Enl) ,
n↑,d (r) =
∑
nl
2l + 1
4πr2
u2nl (r) f (Enl) ,
n↓,d (r) =
∑
nl
2l + 1
4πr2
v2nl (r) f (−Enl) . (4.30)
E. Regularization of the bare interation U
We now must replae the bare interation U by the
orresponding s-wave sattering length, using standard
renormalization tehniques. The ombination of expres-
sions (4.23) and (4.30) gives the full gap equation,
∆(r)
U
=
∑
|Ej|<Ec
uj (r) v
∗
j (r) f (Ej)−
∑
E(k,−)>Ec
∆(r)
2Ek
,
(4.31)
whih is formally ultraviolet divergent due to the use of
the ontat potential. However, the form of the se-
ond term on the right side of the equation suggests a
simple regularization proedure. We substitute 1/U =(
4π~2a/m
)−1 −∑k 1/2ǫk into the above equation and
obtain,
m
4π~2a
∆(r) =
∑
|Ej |<Ec
uj (r) v
∗
j (r) f (Ej)
+
∑
k
∆(r)
2ǫk
−
∑
E(k,−)>Ec
∆(r)
2Ek
. (4.32)
Thus we may rewrite the gap equation in terms of an
eetive oupling onstant Ueff (r), i.e.,
∆(r) = Ueff (r)
∑
|Ej |<Ec
uj (r) v
∗
j (r) f (Ej) , (4.33)
where we have introdued an eetive oupling onstant
Ueff (r) dened so that:
1
Ueff (r)
=
m
4π~2a
−

∑
k
1
2ǫk
−
∑
E(k,−)>Ec
1
2Ek

 .
(4.34)
The ultraviolet divergene now anels in the braketed
expression. The eetive oupling onstant Ueff (r) will
depend on the ut-o energy. However, the resulting gap
in Eq. (4.33) is essentially ut-o independent.
The use of the uniform regularization relation 1/U =(
4π~2a/m
)−1 − ∑k 1/2ǫk leads to an innitely small
bare interation oupling. One therefore has to replae
U by zero anywhere if there is no ultraviolet divergene
in the summations. As mentioned earlier, this replae-
ment is the proper treatment within mean-eld theory.
Certainly, this proedure neglets the Hartree orretion,
whih is of importane in the deep BCS regime. How-
ever, around the unitarity regime of interest here, the
usual expression for the Hartree orretion beomes di-
vergent, and requires a more rigorous theoretial treat-
ment whih shows that it is no longer signiant[58℄.
Consistent with this treatment, we note that these mean-
eld Hartree shifts are not observed experimentally in the
energy spetra in the BCS-BEC rossover regime [53℄. In
other words, the Hartree terms should be unitarity lim-
ited at rossover.
It is important to point that in priniple, the regu-
larization proedure proposed above is equivalent to the
use of a pseudopotential, as suggested by Bruun and o-
workers [61℄. However, the pseudopotential regulariza-
tion involves a alulation of the regular part of the Green
funtion assoiated with the single partile Hamiltonian
Hs and is numerially ineient. Alternative simplied
regularization proedures have also been introdued by
Bulga and Yu [62℄, and Grasso and Urban [63℄. Our
presription (4.34) may be regarded as a formal improve-
ment of these regularization proedures.
F. Summary of BdG formalism
We now summarize the BdG formalism, by onverting
the summation over the momentum k in the high-lying
levels to a ontinuous integral of the energy.
We nd that the total spin densities are given by:
n↑ (r) =
∑
|Enl|<Ec
2l + 1
4πr2
u2nl (r) f (Enl)
+
∫ ∞
Ec
dǫn↑,c (ǫ, r) ,
n↓ (r) =
∑
|Enl|<Ec
2l + 1
4πr2
v2nl (r) f (−Enl)
+
∫ ∞
Ec
dǫn↓,c (ǫ, r) , (4.35)
8with a modied gap equation of:
∆(r)
Ueff (r)
=
∑
|Enl|<Ec
2l + 1
4πr2
unl (r) vnl (r) f (Enl) .
(4.36)
The above-uto ontributions are given by:
n↑,c (ǫ, r) =
√
2m3/2
4π2~3
[
ǫ+ δµ√
(ǫ+ δµ)−∆2(r) − 1
]
×
[√
(ǫ+ δµ)−∆2(r) + µ− V
]1/2
,
n↓,c (r) =
√
2m3/2
4π2~3
[
ǫ− δµ√
(ǫ− δµ)−∆2(r) − 1
]
×
[√
(ǫ− δµ)−∆2(r) + µ− V
]1/2
,
(4.37)
and the value under the square root is understood to be
non-negative. Moreover, in an integral form the eetive
oupling takes the form,
1
Ueff (r)
=
m
4π~2a
− kc
2π2
−
√
2m3/2
4π2~3
∫ ∞
Ec
dǫf (ǫ, r) ,
(4.38)
where,
kc =
[√
(Ec − δµ)−∆2(r) + µ− V
]1/2
,
f (ǫ, r) =
[√
(ǫ− δµ)−∆2(r) + µ− V
]1/2
√
(ǫ− δµ)−∆2(r)
×
[
ǫ− δµ√
(ǫ − δµ)−∆2(r) + µ− V − 1
]
.
(4.39)
The radial wavefuntions in Eqs. (4.35) and (4.36) are
alulated by solving the eigenvalue problem (4.28). As
the matrix involves the gap funtion, a self-onsistent
iterative proedure is neessary. For a given number of
atoms (N = N↑ +N↓ and δN = N↑ −N↓), temperature
and s-wave sattering length, we:
1. start with the LDA results or a previously deter-
mined better estimate for ∆(r),
2. solve Eq. (4.38) for the eetive oupling onstant,
3. then solve Eq. (4.28) for all the radial states up to
the hosen energy ut-o to nd unl (r) and vnl (r),
and
4. nally determine an improved value for the gap
funtion from Eq. (4.36).
During the iteration, the density proles n↑ (r)
and n↓ (r) are updated. The hemial poten-
tials µ and δµ are also adjusted slightly in eah
iterative step to enfore the number-onservation
ondition that
∫∞
0 dr4πr
2 [n↑ (r) + n↓ (r)]=N and∫∞
0
dr4πr2 [n↑ (r) − n↓ (r)] =δN , when nal onver-
gene is reahed. To make ontat with the experimental
observed density proles [10, 12℄, we alulate the axial
and radial olumn densities,
n↑ (ρ) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dzn↑
(√
ρ2 + z2
)
,
n↓ (ρ) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dzn↓
(√
ρ2 + z2
)
, (4.40)
and
n↑ (z) =
∫ ∞
0
2πρdρn↑
(√
ρ2 + z2
)
,
n↓ (z) =
∫ ∞
0
2πρdρn↓
(√
ρ2 + z2
)
. (4.41)
G. Entropy and energy
Apart from the density proles and gap funtion, we
an also determine the entropy and total energy of the
imbalaned Fermi gas, by using the expressions:
S = −kB
∑
nl
(2l + 1) [f (Enl) ln f (Enl)
+f (−Enl) ln f (−Enl)] , (4.42)
and
E =
∫
d3r
{∑
σ
[
Ψ+σ (r)HsσΨσ (r)
]− |∆(r)|2
U
}
.
(4.43)
The energy an further be written as,
E =
[
µ↑N↑ + µ↓N↓ − m
4π~2a
∫
d3r |∆|2
]
+
∑
j
Ej
[
f (Ej)−
∫
d3r |vj |2
]
+
∫
d3r
∑
k
|∆|2
2ǫk
, (4.44)
where we have replaed the bare interation U by the
s-wave sattering length. The ontribution of the high-
energy part to the entropy is essentially zero.
For the total energy, we must take into aount both
the low-lying states and the high-lying states. Therefore,
we divide the energy into two parts E = Ed +Ec, where
Ed =
[
µ↑N↑ + µ↓N↓ − m
4π~2a
∫ ∞
0
dr4πr2 |∆|2
]
+
∑
|Enl|<Ec
(2l + 1)Enl
[
f (Enl)−
∫ ∞
0
drv2nl (r)
]
,
(4.45)
9and
Ec =
∫
d3r
1
2

− ∑
E(k,+)>Ec
(
1− ξk
Ek
)
E (k,+)
−
∑
E(k,−)>Ec
E (k,−)
(
1− ξk
Ek
)
+
∑
k
|∆|2
ǫk

 .
(4.46)
By onverting the summation into an integral, we obtain
Ec =
∫∞
0 dr4πr
2Ec (r), where
Ec (r) =
|∆(r)|2
2
{
kc,1
2π2
+
kc,2
2π2
−
∫ ∞
Ec
dǫ [Ec,1 (ǫ, r) + Ec,2 (ǫ, r)]
}
, (4.47)
kc,1 =
[√
(Ec + δµ)−∆2(r) + µ− V (r)
]1/2
,
kc,2 =
[√
(Ec − δµ)−∆2(r) + µ− V (r)
]1/2
,
(4.48)
and
Ec,1 (ǫ, r) =
√
2m3/2
2π2~3
[E+ + µ− V (r)]1/2
E+
×
[
ǫ
ǫ+ δµ+ E+
− (ǫ+ δµ) /2
E+ + µ− V (r)
]
,
Ec,2 (ǫ, r) =
√
2m3/2
2π2~3
[E− + µ− V (r)]1/2√
(ǫ− δµ)−∆2(r)
×
[
ǫ
ǫ− δµ+ E− −
(ǫ− δµ) /2
E− + µ− V (r)
]
,
(4.49)
where E± =
√
(ǫ± δµ)−∆2(r).
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
To be onrete, we will fous on the on-resonane (uni-
tarity) situation in our numerial alulation, in whih
the s-wave sattering length goes to innity. It will be
onvenient to use trap units, i.e.,
m = ω = ~ = kB = 1. (5.1)
Therefore, the length and energy will be measured in
units of the harmoni osillator length aho = [~/ (mω)]
1/2
and ~ω, respetively. The temperature is then taken in
units of ~ω/kB. It is also illustrative to dene some har-
ateristi sales, onsidering a spherially trapped ideal
Fermi gas with equal populations in two hyperne states
(i.e., N↑ = N↓ = N/2). At zero temperature, a sim-
ple LDA treatment of the harmoni potential leads to
a Fermi energy EF = (3N)
1/3
~ω and a Fermi temper-
ature TF = (3N)
1/3
~ω/kB. Aordingly, the Thomas-
Fermi (TF) radius of the gas is rTF = (24N)
1/6
aho,
and the entral density for a single speies is nTF (0) =
(24N)
1/2
/
(
3π2
)
a−3ho .
In a uniform situation, the universality argument gives
µ = ξǫF in the unitary limit [52℄, where ǫF = ~
2k2F /(2m)
with a Fermi wavelength kF =
(
3π2n
)1/3
. The mean-
eld BCS theory predits ξ ≈ 0.59. Therefore, a bet-
ter mean-eld estimate of the hemial potential and
the TF radius for a trapped unitarity Fermi gas will be
µTF,unitarity = ξ
1/2EF and rTF,unitarity = ξ
1/4rTF .
For most alulations, we use a number of total atoms
N = 20000, whih is one or two orders of magnitude
smaller than in urrent experiments. We take a ut-o
energy Ec = 64~ω, whih is already large enough beause
of the high eieny of our hybrid strategy. Typially
we solve the BdG equations (4.28) within the subspae
n < nmax = 72 and l < lmax = 120. The value of nmax
and lmax is determined in suh a way that the subspae
ontains all the energy levels below Ec. The alulations
usually take a few hours for a single run in a single-ore
omputer with 3.0GHz CPU, for a given set of parameters
T , N , δN , and 4π~2a/m. Further inrease of the number
of total atoms to 105 or 106 is possible, but very time-
onsuming.
Below we will present some numerial results. In par-
tiular we will examine the validity of the LDA at zero
temperature and at nite temperature. We analyse some
previous suggestions of the apparent appearane of the
FFLO states in the mean-eld BdG theory. Finally,
we will investigate the thermodynamial behavior of the
spin-polarized Fermi gas.
A. LDA versus BdG
We present in Fig. 1 the density proles of
two spin states at temperatures T = 0.01TF and
T = 0.20TF for dierent population imbalanes P =
(N↑ −N↓) / (N↑ +N↓) = 0.23, 0.48 and 0.84 as indi-
ated. The results from the BdG and LDA approahes
are plotted using solid lines and dashed lines, respe-
tively. There is an apparent phase separation phe-
nomenon, with a superuid inner ore and normal shell
outside, whih is in onsistent with the reent experimen-
tal observation by Zwierlein et al. [10℄ and Partridge et
al. [12℄. Partiularly, for P = 0.84 at T = 0.20TF the
minority (spin down) prole is enhaned at enter, whih
in turn indues a slight derease of the entral density of
the majority omponent. The appearane of a dense en-
tral feature in the minority spin prole agrees well with
the on-resonane measurement reported by Zwierlein et
al. [10℄. It learly resembles the bimodal struture in the
density distribution of a BEC.
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Figure 1: (olor online). Density proles of spin up and spin down atoms for a spin-polarized unitary Fermi gas at dierent
population imbalanes and temperatures, as indiated in the gures. The number of total atoms is N = 20000. The density
proles are normalized by the Thomas-Fermi enter density of an ideal symmetri Fermi gas with the same number of total
atoms nTF (0) = (24N)
1/2 a−3ho /
`
3pi2
´
, while the length is renormalized by the orresponding Thomas-Fermi radius rTF =
(24N)1/6 aho. The solid lines and dashed lines refer to the BdG results and LDA results, respetively.
For all the spin polarizations onsidered, we nd rea-
sonable agreement between these two methods at the ho-
sen total number of atoms N = 20000. As we shall see
below, the agreement persists in various thermodynam-
ial quantities, suh as the hemial potential, entropy
and total energy. >From the density proles, the agree-
ment is exellent at a small or intermediate population
imbalane. The dierene between the BdG and LDA
predition tends to be smaller as the temperature in-
reases. For a large population imbalane, however, the
agreement beomes worse. This an be understood from
the orresponding gap funtions as given in Fig. 2. The
gap funtion in LDA experienes a sudden derease at
the superuid-normal interfae. With inreasing popula-
tion imbalane, the drop is muh more apparent, and a-
ordingly, the BdG gap funtion show a very pronouned
osillation behavior. Therefore, the deviation of the BdG
density proles from the LDA preditions beomes larger.
It is important to note that only the axial olumn den-
sity or radial olumn density an be measured by the ab-
sorption imaging tehnique in the experiment. In Figs.
3a and 3b, we plot respetively the axial olumn prole
and radial olumn prole at T = 0.01TF for the imbal-
ane P = 0.84. The minor dierene between BdG and
LDA shown in the three-dimensional density proles is
essentially washed out.
B. FFLO state at the superuid-normal interfae?
The onsisteny between BdG and LDA treatments
reported here is in sharp ontrast with some previous
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
0.0
0.5
1.0
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
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 / 
E F
p = 0.84
(b) T = 0.20TF
p = 0.48 p = 0.23
 BdG
 LDA
r / rTF
(
r)
 / 
E F
p = 0.84
Figure 2: (olor online). Gap funtions at dierent temper-
atures T = 0.01TF (a) and T = 0.20TF (b) for various pop-
ulation imbalanes as labeled. The number of total atoms is
N = 20000. The solid lines are the BdG preditions, while
the dashed lines are the LDA results. The value of gap is
renormalized by the non-interating Fermi energy of an ideal
symmetri Fermi gas EF = (3N)
1/3
~ω. Note that the small
osillation in the gap funtion at the superuid-normal inter-
fae at low temperature T = 0.01TF vanish when the temper-
ature beomes high enough.
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Figure 3: (olor online). Radial (a) and axial (b) olumn
density proles for N = 20000 and P = 0.84 at T = 0.01TF .
The dierene between the BdG results (solid lines) and LDA
results (dashed lines) beomes extremely small due to the
integration over the extra dimensions.
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Figure 4: (olor online). Dependene of the gap funtion on
the number of total atoms at T = 0.01TF and P = 0.48. The
solid line is the LDA result, and the others are BdG results
with N = 105 (dash-dotted line), N = 20000 (dotted line),
and N = 4000 (dashed line).
studies [48, 49, 50, 51℄, where a notable disrepany of
BdG and LDA results is found. In those studies the small
osillation of the gap funtions at the superuid-normal
interfae is interpreted as the appearane of a spatially
modulated FFLO state. Thus, the disrepany is ex-
plained as due to the breakdown of LDA approximation
for FFLO states. From our results, the osillation in the
order parameters at the interfae appears to be a nite
size eet. This idea is supported by the observation that
the BdG formalism naturally redues to that of LDA if we
set the ut-o energy Ec to zero as we mentioned earlier.
On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 4, if we inrease the
number of total partiles, the osillation behavior of gap
funtions beomes gradually weaker. We thus infer that
the osillation will vanish nally in the limit of suient
large number of atoms.
To understand the disrepany of BdG and LDA ap-
proahes found in previous studies [48, 49, 50, 51℄, sev-
eral remarks may be in order. First, in these studies,
the mean-eld Hartree terms, i.e., Un↓ (r) and Un↑ (r),
appear in the deoupling of the interation Hamilto-
nian in the BdG theory. However, the Hartree terms
is absent in the orresponding LDA treatment. These
terms annot survive in the regularization proedure
of the bare interation U , but are inorretly inluded
in Refs. [48, 49, 50, 51℄ as
(
4π~2a/m
)
n↓ (r) and(
4π~2a/m
)
n↑ (r), respetively.
We note that the absene of the mean-eld shift due
to Hartree terms in the strongly interating BCS-BEC
rossover regime is already unambiguously demonstrated
experimental by Gupta et al. [53℄. We onlude that
there are three main reasons for the dierenes between
the onlusion we nd here that the two approahes are
ompatible, as opposed to earlier onlusions to the on-
trary:
1. The inorret inlusion of Hartree terms in one ap-
proah but not in the other, is the most likely rea-
son for the disrepany of BdG and LDA results
shown in these previous works.
2. The auray of numerial results depends ruially
on the regularization proedure used to treat the
bare interation U . Proper treatment of regular-
ization is essential.
3. For a large population imbalane, the BdG equa-
tions onverge very slowly. Thus, a rigorous rite-
rion is required to ensure omplete onvergene.
C. Thermodynami behavior of the imbalaned
Fermi gas at unitarity
We nally disuss the thermodynamis of the gas at
unitarity. In Figs. 5, 6, and 7, we graph the hemi-
al potential, total energy and entropy of the gas as a
funtion of the population imbalane at various temper-
atures. Again, we nd good agreement between the BdG
results and LDA preditions. With inreasing population
imbalane, the hemial potential dereases. For a given
temperature there is a ritial imbalane, beyond whih
the Fermi gas transforms into a fully normal state. The
derease of hemial potential beomes very signiant
when the phase transition ours. In ontrast, as pop-
ulation imbalane inreases, the total energy inreases.
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Figure 5: (olor online). Chemial potentials as a funtion of
the population imbalane at two temperatures T = 0.01TF
and T = 0.20TF .
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Figure 6: (olor online). Total energy per partile as a
funtion of the population imbalane P at two temperatures
T = 0.01TF and T = 0.20TF . Inset shows the rst or-
der derivation with respet to the population imbalane at
T = 0.20TF . The jump at P ∼ 0.9 marks the phase transi-
tion to the normal state.
The impat of the phase transition on the total energy
an sarely be identied sine the transition is smooth.
As shown in the inset of Fig. 6, it an be exhibited
learly in the rst order derivative of the energy with
respet to the population imbalane, resembling the be-
havior of the spei heat as a funtion of temperature.
The entropy, on the other hand, shows a non-monotoni
dependene at a temperature ∼ 0.20TF . We identify this
peak position as the phase transition point.
To determine aurately the ritial population imbal-
ane as a funtion of temperature or vie versa, we plot
in Fig. 8 an averaged order parameter at dierent tem-
perature, whih is dened via,
∆ave =
[∫∞
0
dr4πr2∆2(r)
N
]1/2
. (5.2)
The ondition ∆ave = 0 therefore determines the ritial
population imbalane Pc at a xed temperature. The re-
sulting Pc from the BdG alulation depends, of ourse,
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Figure 7: (olor online). Entropy per partile as a funtion of
the population imbalane at various temperatures.
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Figure 8: (olor online). Average order parameter dened in
Eq. (5.2) as a funtion of the population imbalane at three
temperatures T = 0.01TF , T = 0.20TF , and T = 0.25TF .
The position where the average order parameter vanishes de-
termines the ritial population imbalane towards the normal
state at a xed temperature.
on the number of total atoms. To remove this depen-
dene, we present the LDA predition for ritial tem-
perature in Fig. 9a. To ompare with the experiments,
we also show four known experimental points in the g-
ure. The disrepany between our theoretial preditions
and the experimental data is most likely attributed to the
strong pair utuations beyond the mean-eld, i.e., for a
symmetri gas, the utuation shifts Tc,BCS from 0.37TF
to around 0.27TF [7℄, while at zero temperature, it redue
Pc,BCS from 1.0 to about 0.70 [9, 10℄.
Pair utuations must be taken into aount in the
strongly interating unitarity regime for quantitative
omparisons, as we have shown in earlier alulations
[64℄ without spin-polarization. This is ertainly the
most hallenging problem in BCS-BEC rossover physis.
Naively, we may linearly resale the BCS ritial tem-
perature and population imbalane in suh a way that
both the theoretial Tc at P = 0 and Pc at T = 0 ts
the experimental data. The third and fourth experimen-
tal points of ritial temperature at P = 0.56(3) and
P = 0.59(3) now agree approximately with the re-saled
BCS Tc urve.
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Figure 9: (olor online). (a) BCS mean-eld ritial tem-
perature as a funtion the population imbalane, determined
from the LDA alulations (solid line). Open symbols are
available experimental points from Zwierlein et al. [10, 11℄
and Kinast et al. [7℄. The dashed line shows a re-saled BCS
ritial temperature as desribed in the text. (b) The ritial
entropy (the entropy at the ritial temperature) against the
population imbalane.
For strongly interating Fermi gases at low temper-
ature, there is generally no reliable thermometry teh-
nique. The bimodal struture in the density prole of the
minority omponent may provide a useful method to de-
termine temperature [10℄. However its auray requires
further theoretial investigations due to the strongly or-
related nature of the gas. Entropy is an alternative quan-
tity that may be used to haraterize the temperature in
adiabati passage experiments [65℄. In Fig. 9b, we show
also the ritial entropy of a trapped unitary gas against
the population imbalane. The alulated dependene is
essentially similar to that for temperature.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have developed an eient and aurate hybrid
proedure to solve the mean-eld BdG equations for a
spherially trapped Fermi gas with spin population im-
balane. This enables us to thoroughly examine the ex-
tensively used LDA approah. For a moderate large par-
tile number (∼ 104), the LDA appears to work very
well. The disrepany of BdG and LDA results reported
in previous studies is attributed to the inorret inlusion
of a mean-eld Hartree term in the BdG equations. We
note, however, that the trap used in the urrent exper-
iments is elongated in the axial diretion. The spheri-
al trap onsidered in this work may be regarded as ap-
proximately representative of the experimental setup by
Zwierlein et al. [9, 10, 11℄ with an aspet ratio approx-
imately 5. The trap in the experiment by Partridge et
al. [12℄ is extremely anisotropi, and therefore the LDA
desription ould break down. The solution of the BdG
equations for suh elongated systems is numerially in-
tensive, and requires further investigation.
Our derivation of the BdG formalism and the numeri-
al results with varying partile number in Fig. 4 strongly
suggest that the alulated small osillation in the order
parameter at the superuid-normal interfae arises from
nite size eets. This is in marked ontrast with the
previous interpretation of this eet as due to a nite-
momentum paired FFLO state [48, 49, 50, 51℄. The de-
tailed struture of the proposed FFLO state is not lear,
even in the homogeneous situation. How to extend the
urrent BdG formalism to inorporate the FFLO state is
therefore a fasinating issue. Another possibility is that
the extremely narrow window for FFLO states in 3D is
losed or redued in size due to the presene of the har-
moni trap.
We have reported various mean-eld thermodynam-
ial properties of the imbalaned Fermi gas at unitar-
ity, whih is believed to be qualitatively reliable at low
temperature. The experimentally observed bimodal dis-
tribution in the prole of the minority spin state has
been reprodued. We have determined the BCS super-
uid transition temperature as a funtion of the popu-
lation imbalane, and have shown that it is onsistent
with reent experimental measurements. Quantitative
theories of the imbalaned Fermi gas that take aount
of large quantum utuations that our in the strongly
orrelated unitarity regime still need to be developed. A
promising approah is to take into aount pair utua-
tions within the ladder approximation [64℄. This problem
will be addressed in a future publiation.
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